
STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 

      10 looses Keshi pearls (circle and baroque) array of colours and size 10-12mls (south sea 

(Linneys Broome)&Tahitian)in linneys leather pouch bag. (SIMILAR TO PICTURE) 

ring design hammed textured(blue arrow)on oneside and 2 twisted single 

rope(lge blue arrow) on otherside in a spiral shape with white pearl( 8-10ml) 25+ years old 

  pendant similar 12ml  1x pearl cage pendant gold (similar to picture) 1x silver pearl 

pendant (similar) 



STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 

South Sea Keshi pearls silver colour on gold shank, extra-long shanks, (specially made) 

             men’s ring gold rough inner circle (as cross picture), platinum rope texture on outside (reverse) 

 

larges Keshi white pearl (dolphin shape app. 18ml long) with gold nugget sitting in the curve & 2pink argyle diamonds 

Engagement ring 



STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 

 emerald earrings with matching necklace emerald earrings 

 matching necklace and stud earrings white pearl  

Similar on gold chain 

 



STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 

Citizen echo pearl faced watch  18ct all gold crucifix and chain 

gold ring with nuggets around the outside with white Keshi 8mls pearl 

ontop with strand of gold over top 

  



STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 
 

Earring with 3 diamonds, gold nugget 10grm, all chains, and emerald ring on ring finger only, not the pearl Mabe. 

 

 

Gold earrings large solid white opal encased in gold on gold chain   



STOLEN JEWELLERY AUGUST 2019 *NEWMAN WA* 

4 matrix opals on silver chains similar. 

 

 

 

Green opal gold studs solid sides with rope twisted sides 
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Unable to obtain photos. 

1x sapphire and diamond ring (no photo) 

4x emerald rings with little diamonds (3x Byron 1x genuine) all different styles 

1x set emerald leaf style earring and ring (no photo) 

3 x gold nuggets 5-7grams in cases 

1x Anzac pendant and chain slouch hat sitting on rifle with boots at the bottom 9ct rolled gold (no photo) 

1x tube (8cm long) of lightning ridge opal pieces (app.80years old) (no photo) 

Array of dress earrings earrings. 

Large bag of costume jewelry silver  
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Below are the empty ring boxes and you can see where the rings have been sitting in the jewellery box? 

 

 

 


